TEST REPORT
IEC 61400-23:2014
Wind Turbines – Part 23: Full-scale structural testing of rotor blades

IECRE Report Number: .................. : IECRE.WE.TR.BT.20-00006-R0
RETL internal Report Number...... : 3542
Date of issue ........................... : 2020-04-17
Total number of pages .............. : 122

RE Testing Laboratory: Blade Test Centre A/S
Testing location/ address .......... : Landdybet 10, bg 87
                                  DK-9220 Aalborg

Applicant’s name ..................... : Vestas Technology R&D
Address ................................... : Stag Lane
                                      Newport
                                      PO30 5TR Isle of Wight
                                      United Kingdom

Test item description ............... : V150 S/N 238002
Manufacturer ......................... : Vestas Daimiel
Model/Type reference ............... : V150- 4.0/4.2 MW
Ratings ................................... : Mk3E

Tested by (name, function,
signature) ................................ : Printed name/function
                                      Signature
                                      Nicolai Vangsgaard / Test Engineer

Approved by (name, function,
signature) .......................... : Printed name/function
                                      Signature
                                      Henrik Broen Pedersen / Test Engineer
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General disclaimer:
The test results presented in this report relate only to the object tested.
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full, without the written approval of the Issuing RE Testing Laboratory (RETL). The authenticity of this Test Report and its contents can be verified by contacting the RETL, responsible for this Test Report.